Medial prefrontal cortex (mPfC) plays a role in both immediate behaviour and 2 short-term memory. Unknown is whether the present and past are represented si-3 multaneously or separately in mPfC populations. To address this, we analysed mPfC 4 population activity of rats learning rules in a Y-maze, with self-initiated choice trials 5 followed by a self-paced return during the inter-trial interval. Joint mPfC population 6 activity encoded solely present events and actions during the trial, with decoding of 7 the past at chance; conversely, population encoding of the same features in the imme-8 diately following inter-trial interval was solely of the past. Despite being contiguous in 9 time, each population orthogonally encoded the present and past of the same events 10 and actions. Consequently, only the population code of the present during the trials, 11 and not the past coding of the inter-trials intervals, was re-activated in subsequent 12 sleep. Our results suggest that representations of the past and present in the mPfC 13 independently contribute to the learning of a new rule.
(a) A graphical representation of the Y maze. Each session is a series of trials followed by inter-trial intervals (ITIs). Animals were asked to learn one of 4 rules in sequence (go to the right arm, go to the lit arm, go to the left arm, go to the dark arm). (b) Example learning curve from a learning session, plotting the cumulative number of correct trials. Black dashed line identifies the learning trial as the first of three consecutive correct trials followed by at least 80% correct trials. Inset: reward rates before (light red) and after (dark red) the learning trial. Reward rates were given by the slope of linear regressions fitted to the learning curve before and after the learning trial. (a) The maze is divided into 5 equally sized sections where position 1 represent the start of the first arm, position 3 is the choice point, and position 5 is the end of the two arms where the reward was delivered if correct choices were made. For each section and each trial, the population firing activity is decoded with a linear classifier. (b) Graphical representation of a classifier. The population vector firing rate for each trial (shade of blue squares) is used as input for a linear classifier that fits the weight (shade of yellow squares) for each neuron across trials. A linear combination of weight and population firing rate for each trial is compared to a threshold (red dashed line) to predict the category to which the trial belongs. Classifier accuracy is the proportion of correctly predicted held-out trials.
(c) Decoding the animal's choice (of direction), the cue position, and the outcome of each trial as a function of maze position. We plot the relative decoder accuracy, the difference between the absolute decoder accuracy and the shuffled control for each feature (we plot example absolute accuracy results in SI Figure 1 decoding. Using leave-one-out cross-decoding instead (e.g. we leave out ith trial-ITI pair, 142 train on N − 1 trials, and predict the ith ITI), still results in decoding at or about chance 143 levels (SI Fig 3a,b) . These results suggest that population encoding of prior events in the 144 inter-trial interval is not simply a memory trace of similar activity in the trial. Instead, 145 they show that the same mPfC population is separately and independently encoding the 146 present and past of the same features.
147
To quantify the coding independence, we turn to the vector of decoding weights for 148 the trials and the equivalent vector for the inter-trial intervals of the same session. These 149 weights, obtained from the decoder trained once on all trials and again on all inter-trial 150 intervals, give the relative contribution of each neuron to the encoding of task features.
151
We find the angles between the trial and inter-trial interval weight vectors cluster around inter-trial intervals of a session (Fig 3f) . If true, we should find that trial and inter- 
180
We first test whether population activity representations in trials re-activate more in would be a powerful tool for learning, as the joint presence of those features is predictive of 250 reward. We thus ask here if these populations have such a synchrony code in the trials too.
251
We show that trials also have evidence of outcome-dependent synchrony in the population; 252 in the next section we ask if these synchrony patterns are also re-activated in sleep.
253
We characterise the synchrony code by first computing the matrix of pairwise similari-254 ties between neurons on each trial (Figure 7a ). We then compare matrices across trials to 255 ask if the same pattern of synchrony is recalled on different trials (Figure 7b ). In learning 256 sessions, population synchrony is consistently more similar between trials with upcoming 257 rewards than errors (Figure 7c ), suggesting a recalled pattern of synchrony across the population precedes correct choice on a trial.
259
This consistent recall of synchrony patterns across trials was specific to the combination 260 of learning sessions and future outcomes. We find no consistent outcome-dependent recall 261 of synchrony patterns in either rule-change or other sessions (Figure 7c ). We observe no 262 recall of synchrony patterns across trials that followed a correct trial (Figure 7d ), ruling 263 out a history-dependent effect of reward. We observe no consistently biased recall of 264 synchrony patterns across trials conditioned on other task-related features, whether they 265 were upcoming (Figure 7e ,f) or in previous trials ( SI Fig 5d,e) . Finally, to ensure that the 266 recall of synchrony patterns is not affected by the temporal precision of the spike-train 267 correlation used, we repeat all these comparisons for different resolutions of the Gaussian 268 width used to convolve spike-trains before computing the pair-wise similarity. Across an 269 order of magnitude for the temporal resolution, we still observe recall effects only for 270 learning sessions and only when preceding the outcome (SI Fig 5) . 
279
Within a learning session, the patterns of population synchrony in a trial and its 280 following inter-trial interval are as different from each other as shuffled data (Fig 8a,   281 redrawn from Maggi et al. (2018) ). The synchrony between neurons in the population 282 thus seems as independent between the task periods as the population encoding of past 283 and present.
284
To address the re-activation of synchrony patterns in sleep, we first compute two 285 session-wide synchrony patterns for each session, one from concatenating all correct tri-286 als; the other from concatenating all error trials (Figure 8b) . We find the population 287 synchrony in correct trials is a closer match to the synchrony in post-than pre-training 288 slow-wave sleep (Figure 8c ). Error trials show no preferential match of synchrony to ei-289 ther sleep epoch (Figure 8d ). Repeating the same analysis for the inter-trial intervals, 290 we find no preferential match of synchrony for either sleep epoch, neither for intervals 291 following correct outcomes (Figure 8e ), or those following error (Figure 8f ). Outcome 292 dependent population synchrony in trials is thus recapitulated in sleep independently of 293 the population synchrony in inter-trial intervals.
We have shown that the medial PfC population activity independently represents the past 296 and present of the same task features. Three lines of evidence support this conclusion.
297 First, the same task feature, such as the choice of arm, is orthogonally encoded in the trials 298 and the inter-trial intervals. Second, these orthogonal encodings are functionally indepen- itself, or an ongoing representation of a choice being made. 312 We also report that these mixed encodings of the present within each population interval started and lasted until the rat completed its self-paced return to the beginning 550 of the start arm.
551
Each rat was exposed to the task completely naïve and had to learn the rule by trial-552 and-error. The rules were presented in sequence: go to the right arm; go to the cued arm;
a nearest neighbours classifier. The full details of the decoding analysis can be found in
